The Book of Mars edited by Jane Hiplolita and Willis E. McNelly (1976)
Outpost Mars by Cyril Judd (1952)
Space Trilogy by C.S. Lewis (1936-)
Queen of the Iron Sands by Scott Lynch (1950)
The Red by A. Michael Marsh (2012)
Ares Express by Ian McDonald (2010)
Desolation Road by Ian McDonald (1988)
Mechanicum (The Horus Heresy) by Graham McNeill (2014)
First Contact Series by Ian J. Miller (2013-)
Red Gold by Ian K. Miller (2012)
Red Desert Series by Rita Carla Francesca Monticelli (2013-)
Eternal Champion Series by Michael Moorcock (1996-)
Under the Thelian Sky: Beyond the Great Unknown by Frank Olera (2003)
Th1rte3n by Richard K. Morgan (2007)
Rainbow Mars by Larry Niven (1999)
Dining Out Around the Solar System by Clare O’Beara (2015)
Dining Out With the Ice Giants by Clare O’Beara (2014)
Inception by S.D. Perry (2010)
The Season of Passage by Christopher Pike (1993)
Man Plus by Fredrik Pohl (1976)
Mars Plus by Fredrik Pohl (1994)
Battle of Infamy by Lester del Rey (1957)
The Mars Trilogy by Kim Stanley Robinson (1993-)
In the Courts of the Crimson Kings by S.M. Stirling (2008)
Illium series by Dan Simmons (2005)
Jack Commer Series by Michael D. Smith
Mars Year One Series by Brad Strickland (2004-)
The Margarets by Sherri S. Tepper (2007)
A Double Shadow by Frederick Turner (1978)
Thunder and Lightning Series by John Varley (2007-)
Spin Series by Charles Wilson (2005-)
Matter of Resistance by Raymond Vogel (2013)
Thank you for your Cooperation by Adam Wasserman (2014)
A Martian Odyssey and Other Science Fiction Tales by Stanley G. Weinbaum (1974)
The Martian by Andy Weir (2014)
The War of the Worlds by H.G. Wells (1898)
Starting in the 19th century Mars and the Moon figured prominently in Science Fiction and Fantasy literature.

Interest in Mars has been stimulated by the planet's dramatic red color, by early scientific speculations that its surface conditions might be capable of supporting life, and by the possibility that Mars could be colonized by humans in the future.

Almost as popular as stories about Mars are stories about Martians engaging in activity (frequently invasions) away from their home planet.

In the 20th century, actual spaceflights to the planet Mars, including seminal events such as the landing of the first mechanized device to successfully operate on Mars in 1976 inspired a great deal of interest in Mars-related fiction.

Below are a list of standalone or series book titles about Mars.

Climbing Olympus by Kevin J. Anderson (1994)
Total Recall by Piers Anthony (1989)
The Martian Way and Other Science Fiction Stories by Isaac Asimov (1971)
The Empress of Mars by Kage Baker (2009)
Queen of Angels series by Greg Bear (1990)
Welcome to Mars by James Blish (1968)
The Martian Race by Gregory Benford (1999)
Engineer Menni by Alexander Bogdanov (1913)
Red Star by Alexander Bogdanov (1908)
Mars by Ben Bova (1992)
Mars, Inc.; The Billionaire's Club by Ben Bova (2013)
Mars Life by Ben Bova (2008)
Rescue Mode by Ben Bova (2014)
Return to Mars by Ben Bova (1999)
Alpha Centauri or Diel by Leigh Brackett (1963)
The Coming of the Terrans by Leigh Brackett (1967)
The Last Days of the Shandakor by Leigh Brackett (952)
Martian Quest by Leigh Brackett (1940)
The Nemesis from Terra by Leigh Brackett (1961)
People of the Talisman by Leigh Brackett (1964)
The Sword of Rhiannon by Leigh Brackett (1953)
The Martian Chronicles by Ray Bradbury (1958)
Martians, Go Home by Fredric Brown (1955)
Red Rising Trilogy by Pierce Brown (2014-)
Barsoom Series by Edgar Rice Burroughs
The Sands of Mars by Arthur C. Clarke (1965)
Farewell, Earth's Bliss by D.G.Compton (1966)
The Lunara Trilogy by Wyatt Davenport (2011-)
Children of Mars by Paul G. Day (2014)
The Legends Trilogy by S. DeGiorgio (2014-)
Martian Time-Slip by Philip K. Dick (1964)
The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch by Philip K. Dick (1965)
Journey Between Worlds by Sylvia Engdahl (1970)
The Road to Mars: Prelude by J.C.L. Faltot (2015)
The Revolutions by Felix Gilman (2014)
Marsbound by Joe Haldeman (2008)
The Green Hills of Earth by Robert A. Heinlein (1951)
The Number of the Beast by Robert A. Heinlein (1980)
Podkayne of Mars: Her Life and Times by Robert A. Heinlein (1963)
Red Planet by Robert A. Heinlein (1949)
Stranger in a Strange Land by Robert A. Heinlein (1961)
In the Days of the Humans: Third Exodus by Terry R. Hill (2013)
GodEngine: Dr. Who the New Adventures by Craig Hinton (1996)
The Road to Mars: A Post-Modern Novel by Eric Idle (1999)